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BALTIC FASHION EVENT 

Rostock, Hotel Steigenberger 

Neuer Markt 2, 18055 Rostock 

 

28
th

  October 2013, 13:00 – 18:00  

29
th

  October 2013, 09:00 – 18:00  

    

LIST OF SPEAKERS, WORKSHOP LEADERS AND PRESENTATORS 

 

Alexandra Baum, novanex, Leipzig, Germany 

Alexandra Baum is the founder and CEO of Novanex, a design and product development 

agency which specializes in innovative textile products. Novanex has major competence and 

experience in adding special features to textiles and offer advice to companies, which want 

to break into new markets by using innovative materials. Baum holds a degree in fashion 

design with focus on design and technology, sustainability. She regularly shares her 

knowledge as a lecturer with students and entrepreneurs. In 2011, Alexandra Baum received 

the prize “Kreativradar Thüringen” in the category best micro enterprise.    

 

Andrej Subarew, Andrej Subarew Fashion, Wismar, Germany 

Designer and head of the project “Freest Fisher Carpet” in Germany. Andrej Subarew 

supported the lead partner “Kaiserbäder Ile of Usedom”. Since 2006, he is the art director of 

the international competition “Baltic Fashion Award”. 

 

Angela  Pritzkow, F3 Marketing, Berlin, Germany 

Angela Pritzkow is the founder of the marketing agency F3. The agency focuses on women as 

entrepreneurs and accompanies innovative projects and enterprises led by females, from 

the first idea to the final result. 

 

Angela Schultz-Zehden, s.Pro sustainable projects, Berlin, Germany 

Founder and managing director of s.Pro sustainable projects. S.Pro is a service agency 

supporting sustainable projects. They develop comprehensive project concepts, strategies 

and their application, and manage the often times transnational processes. Their goal is to 

ease everyone’s understanding and guide through the often times complex project 

guidelines.  
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Baltic Fashion Federation, Riga, Latvia 

The Baltic Fashion Federation is a non-profit organization with the goal of developing the 

fashion industry on a national and international level and promoting the Baltic fashion 

abroad. It provides support and business consulting for fashion SME. Moreover, the 

Federation organizes “Riga Fashion Week”. 

 

Representative of ESMOD, International University of Art and Fashion, Berlin, Germany 

ESMOD Berlin is the esteemed International University of Art for Fashion, which is 

recognized for its innovative take on teaching the global fashion trade. The unique learning 

environment is the ideal chance for students to flourish and develop professionally as well as 

personally, preparing them to make their mark on the fashion industry.  

 

Helen Piir, Tallinn Business Incubators, Tallinn, Estonia 

Helen Piir is the manager of the development center of Tallinn Business Incubator with focus 

on business support for the creative sector. She represents the national contact point of 

Estonia for Baltic Fashion EU. The mission of Incubator, founded in 2006 by the city of  

Tallinn, is to provide a supportive environment for sustainable start-up businesses. The 

incubator offers consulting, training, workshops, and network events. In the EU Baltic 

Fashion project, Helen develops new business training courses. 

 

Kirsi Niinimäki, Aalto University, Helsinki, Finland 

Kirsi Niinimäki is a post doctoral researcher at Aalto University School of Arts, Design and 

Architecture in Finland. It’s the largest of its kind in the Nordic countries and one of the most 

prestigious in the whole world. The school researches design, digital media, audiovisual 

presentation, art education and visual culture. In her commitment for Baltic Fashion EU, Kirsi 

organized a workshop on ‘Zero Waste Pattern Cutting’ (ZWCP), a design method eliminating 

waste, and the “Sustainable & Innovative Fashion Seminar” at Aalto University.  

 

Linas Lasiauskas, Lithuanian Apparel and Textile Industry Association LATIA, Vilnius, 

Lithuania 

Founder and chairman of the Lithuanian Apparel and Textile Industry Association (LATIA). 

LATIA negotiates interests of the Lithuanian textile sector in social and industrial matters on 

both a national and international level. With more than 130 members, the association 

creates intelligent sourcing solutions, efficient production possibilities, and offers 

educational support and business consulting. LATIA also organizes the textile and fashion 

trade show “Baltic Textile + Leather” in Vilnius. Linas represents the Lithuanian national 

contact point and is the author of a study on local production in the BSR. He is also 

responsible for the first BSR-wide database on balticfashion.eu. 
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Lisbeth Svengren Holm, The Swedish School of Textiles, Borås, Sweden 

Professor in fashion and design management at The Swedish School of Textiles. She is the 

head of research in the EU project Baltic Fashion, with focus on the innovative fashion sector 

of the Baltic countries. She gave important impulses for the brochure “Baltic Fashion 

Innovations” and compiled an innovation roadmap. 

 

Luise Barsch, aluc and Upcycling Fashion Store, Berlin, Germany 

The Upcycling Fashion Store Berlin was the first Concept Store specialized in Upcycling 

Fashion. The founders are also producing fine upcycling shirts and blouses with their label 

"aluc", they started a network for fashion designers in north Berlin and work with several 

companys like Berliner Stadtmission, Ragwear and the University of Applied Arts 

Schneeberg. Everything aiming to promote their big passion: Upcycling. Luise Barsch is one 

of the 4 founders. 

 

Magdalena Schaffrin, Founder of the GREENshowroom, Berlin, Germany 

Magdalena Schaffrin studied fashion design at Berlin’s Academy of Art. During her studies, 

she came to the conclusion that good quality is the foundation for luxury. Her conviction led 

her to create her own ecological friendly label *magdalena schaffrin in 2007. In search of 

ways to present her collections in an adequate environment, she co-founded the 

GREENshowroom in 2009. Today, the GREENshowroom is the quintessence of sustainable 

high-end fashion and lifestyle products during Berlin Fashion Week. In 2012, the Ethical 

Fashion Show Berlin was added for more casual and street-related aspects of green fashion.  

 

Mari Krappala, Novia University, Turku, Finland 

In her work as a critic and researcher in contemporary arts, Mari works with independent art 

groups and develops ways of working in-between community and institutional art. In the EU 

Baltic Fashion project, she is responsible for business support activities such as the “Barbie 

Business Clinic”.  

 

Niels Holger Wien, DMI / German Fashion Institute, Cologne, Germany 

Acclaimed trend-researcher Niels Holger Wien has been working for the German Institute of 

Fashion (DMI) for more than 15 years. For the DMI, Wien co-authors the DMI TREND.BOOK, 

a publication analyzing commercially relevant fashion trends of the next season. His 

expertise in color development and seasonal trend analysis are known and appreciated 

throughout the industry.  
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Pia Mouwitz, The Swedish School of Textiles, Borås, Sweden 

Senior lecturer at The Swedish School of Textiles. The Swedish School of Textiles is 

considered one of Europe’s most interesting education and research arenas. The special 

feature of the school is its access to extraordinary technology and to special-equipped 

laboratories as well as to workshops, studios and sewing rooms. In the EU Baltic Fashion 

project, Pia Mouwitz is the project coordinator of the workshop "To make clothes that 

matter” and of the innovation activity “Smart textiles”. 

 

Victoria Ringleb, Alliance of German Designers, Braunschweig, Germany 

Since 2010, Victoria Ringleb is the chief executive of the Alliance of German Designers (AGD). 

As an association of independent designers, the AGD offers freelancers advice on 

commercial activity, legal and tax issues. With approximately 3000 members, it is by far the 

largest design-professional association in Europe. It provides a platform for regional and 

national activities of its members, for networking, meetings and exchanges of ideas and 

experiences.  

 

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    


